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Abstract

Ocean acidification is mainly being monitored using data loggers which currently offer limited coverage of marine ecosystems. Here, we trial the use of gastropod shells to monitor acidification on rocky shores. Animals living in areas with highly variable pH (8.6 - 5.9) were compared with those from sites with more stable pH (8.6 - 7.9). Differences in site pH were reflected in size, shape and erosion patterns in *Nerita chamaeleon* and *Planaxis sulcatus*. Shells from acidified sites were shorter, more globular and more eroded, with both of these species proving to be similarly good biomonitor. After an assessment of baseline weathering, shell erosion can be used to indicate the level of exposure of organisms to corrosive water, providing a tool for biomonitoring acidification in heterogeneous intertidal systems. A shell erosion ranking system was found to unequivocally discriminate between acidified and reference sites. Being spatially-extensive, this approach can identify coastal areas of greater or lesser acidification. Cost-effective and simple shell erosion ranking is amenable to citizen science projects and could serve as an early-warning-signal for natural or anthropogenic acidification of coastal waters.
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1. Introduction

Monitoring changes in the corrosiveness of seawater is crucial to managing and predicting the impact of ocean acidification. The past two decades have seen an increase in the global deployment of fixed buoys equipped with instruments and data-loggers. These monitoring stations capture long-term changes in seawater chemistry but are costly to implement and maintain, and provide data from discrete points. Biomonitoring may provide a complementary method for assessing acidification in coastal waters. Shelled gastropods can be useful biomonitoring organisms (Gibbs et al., 1987; Phillips and Rainbow, 1993; Zhou et al., 2008; Nuñez et al., 2012, Márquez et al., 2015; Proum et al., 2016; Begliomini et al., 2017) and so oceanographers have begun to use pteropod shell dissolution to assess the effects of acidification in the open sea (Bednaršek et al., 2012a, 2012b, 2014). Here, we propose an
approach using benthic gastropods to assess acidification impacts in shallow-water coastal habitats.

Studies of benthic gastropods have contributed significantly to our understanding of the ecological consequences of ocean acidification (Lardies et al., 2014; Garilli et al., 2015). Much of this work has focused on the energetic costs of calcification in acidified water (Chen et al., 2015; Harvey et al., 2016, 2018; Connell et al., 2017; Duquette et al., 2017; Doubleday et al., 2017; Harvey et al., 2018). Gastropod shell mineralogy, dissolution and gross shell deformities are well documented, especially for CO$_2$ seep systems (Hall-Spencer et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2015; Duquette et al., 2017), yet no studies have assessed how well these features record episodes when seawater becomes corrosive to shells and skeletons.

Fluctuations in carbonate chemistry in near-shore marine environments arise from multiple natural and anthropogenic processes, with a major influence from the land via rivers, estuaries and sediments (Zhai et al., 2015). Carbonate undersaturation in coastal waters can be caused by flooding and reduced salinities, or eutrophication (Cai et al., 2011 a, b; Duarte et al., 2013; Zhai et al., 2015). Coastal acidification also develops through geochemical discharge from acidic soils (Powell and Martens, 2005; Grealish and Fitzpatrick, 2013). In Brunei (Borneo, South East Asia), a combination of eutrophication, peat swamp leachate, acidic pollutants and acid sulphate soils cause coastal acidification (Marshall et al., 2008; Grealish and Fitzpatrick, 2013; Proum et al., 2016, 2018), reducing biodiversity and affecting ecosystem functions (Marshall et al., 2016, 2018). A steep pH gradient in the Brunei estuarine system has been used to assess marine organism and community responses to acidification (Bolhuis et al., 2014; Hossain and Marshall, 2014; Majewska et al., 2017; Proum et al., 2017).

Gastropod snails with heavily corroded shells inhabit the rocky intertidal zone on the open coast of Brunei, away from influence of the estuarine system. Here we investigated the effect of acidic water discharge on rocky shore seawater pH. We then tested whether gastropods can be used to inform about corrosive water conditions on rocky shores, by comparing between responses to acidified and normal seawater exposure using two species. An overarching objective was to appraise methods using shells of benthic gastropods to monitor corrosive seawater events.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Geology and study sites

The South China Sea coast of Brunei Darussalam has sandstone ridges separated by clay sediments containing pyrite (FeS$_2$) and pyritic minerals (Morley et al., 2003) which react when exposed to oxygen according to the equation:

$$2 \text{FeS}_2 + 7 \text{O}_2 + 2 \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow 2 \text{Fe}^{2+} + 4 \text{SO}_4^{2-} + 4 \text{H}^+$$

This lowers the pH of water that flows from the land into the South China Sea (Grealish and Fitzpatrick, 2013) (Fig. 1). Water enters the coastal ecosystem via tributaries and watercourses, or through discharges of submarine or subterranean groundwater, which can be below pH 4 (Azhar et al., 2019; Waska et al., 2019; Fig. 1). Topography, tides, currents and waves influence the area of seawater affected by groundwater discharge (Urish and McKenna, 2004; Waska et al., 2019).

Eight sites were selected based on the occurrence of *Nerita chamaeleon* Linnaeus, 1758 (Neritoidea) and *Planaxis sulcatus* (Born, 1778) (Cerithioidea) and on the presence of intertidal acidic water discharge (Fig. 1). Three sites were strongly influenced by acidified water (E1, E2 and E3; A1) whereas the reference sites were not (JPMC, PJER, PUN, TP, UB). PUN and E1-3 were natural rocky shores, whereas the others were artificial seawalls (Fig. 1, A1). At low tide E1-3 had acidified water running over mixed sand and boulders exposing both species of gastropod to acidified water although when the tide was in, seawater pH and salinity were normal (Grealish and Fitzpatrick, 2013; A1). Sites were separated by km scale distances, except E1-3 which were approximately > 100 m apart. Physicochemical characteristics, such as temperature and oxygen content, were similar across the sites.

2.2 Sampling

A total of 124 water samples (40 ml, between 9-32 per site) were collected from snail habitat in the intertidal zone on thirteen trips in April-July 2018. Samples were taken to measure pH and salinity ranges during low-tide, including from small pools on the high shore, and from the open sea on the low shore. Sometimes small water-bodies were sampled with a syringe. On return to the laboratory, water parameters were measured at 24°C, the laboratory and nighttime field temperature. Salinity was measured using a Hach multi-meter (model HQ40d) with an Intellical probe (Hach Lange GmbH Headquarter, Düsseldorf, Germany). pH was measured using a Mettler Toledo pH transmitter 2100e and probe (Mettler-Toledo GmbH, Giessen, Germany) calibrated with pH 4.00 and 7.00 CertiPUR Merk buffers traceable to SRM from
NIST. Repeated measures of the same sample yielded a reading precision of $\pm 0.012$ (s.d., $n = 10$).

_Nerita chamaeleon_ and _P. sulcatus_ are common on rocky-shores in this region of Asia. Individuals of both species occupy hard-substrata, intertidal pools, and sometimes soft sediments between boulders, across a broad mid-tidal zone (approximately 0.5-1.5 m Chart Datum). Abundance in both cases can exceed 50 snails per $m^2$. The species differ greatly in shell shape with the shell of _N. chamaeleon_ expanded diametrical and compressed axially and that of _P. sulcatus_ expanded axially (Figs. 2 and 3). Similar-sized living adults (20-30 mm for both species) were collected and analysed between Dec 2016 and Jul 2018. Snails of _N. chamaeleon_ ($n = 132$) and _P. sulcatus_ ($n = 147$) were stored in 70% ethanol within an hour of collection. Shell size, shape and surface erosion were then measured or ranked.

We compared between the reference and acidified sites using attributes of either species. The same attribute was not always determined for both species, with shell shape often dictating the approach followed. For example, it was not feasible to assess shell shape variation using conventional geometric morphometric landmarks in the case of the globular-shaped _Nerita chamaeleon_, which has severely compressed spire whorls.

2.3 Size, mass and shell shape

Shell height, aperture length, dry shell mass and dry soft tissue mass were measured for _N. chamaeleon_ from E1 (acidified) and PUN (reference) (Fig. 1). After photographing apertural and abapertual shell surfaces (Canon EOS 5D, Mark II, 100 mm macro lens), length was measured using Olympus CellSens software (A2). Shells were then cracked open and separated from soft tissues. Following oven-drying at 70°C for three days, the tissue was weighed with a balance accurate to 0.001 g.

Shell length and mass data were scaled to a common aperture length (Marshall et al., 2008, A2). As shell morphology varies allometrically, measurements were converted to natural logarithms before fitting ordinary least squares regressions to plots (Sigmaplot ver. 14, Systat Software, Inc., New York, US). The effect of site (PUN and E1) was assessed using Generalized Linear Models for normal distribution with a log-link function (Statistica ver. 12, StatSoft, New York, US).

Shell shape analyses of _P. sulcatus_ used samples from E2 (acidified), TP and UB (reference), and followed methods described by Abdelhady et al. (2018). Each individual was photographed
(> 20 per site) and twenty landmarks of the shell were digitized using the TPSDig Package (http://life.bio.sunysb.edu/morph/, Rohlf, 1996; A3). The error associated with capturing 2D image from 3D object was minimized (see Abdelhady, 2016). Generalized Procrustes Analysis was applied to these data using the method of Rohlf and Slice (1990) to ensure that distances among homologous landmarks were minimized such that the resulting data best represented the shape. Procrustes residual data were projected to Detrended Corresponding Analysis (DCA) to arrange the shell shape data on coordinates (see Abdelhady and Fürsich, 2014, 2015). Analysis of Similarities (ANOSIM) was applied to test the null hypothesis that similarities between sites are smaller or equal to similarities within sites. Finally, Thin Plate Spline was used to assess changes in shell shape between specimens (see Zelditch et al., 2012). Statistical analyses were carried out using PAST version 2.17c (Hammer et al., 2001, 2006).

2.4 Shell surface erosion

Shell erosion areas, representing lifetime exposures, were assessed quantitatively or using a ranking system. Two methods were used to quantify erosion areas from photographs of the abapertural side of N. chamaeleon collected from PUN (reference) and E1 (acidified) in Dec 2016. Our first method involved manually demarcating and calculating planar surface area (2D) of erosion down to the light grey, fine-textured layer using an Olympus CellSens drawing tool (A2). The eroded area was then expressed as a proportion of the total surface area of the shell. Generalized Linear Models for a normal distribution and log-link function (Statistica ver. 12, StatSoft, New York, US) were used to assess the effect of acidification. For each site, we counted the number of individuals showing no erosion as well as those showing eroded surfaces of > 10% of the total area.

Inaccuracies in delineation of areas arose when erosion occurred in the fine grooves of shells (A2), so we applied a second method to N. chamaeleon shells based on digital pixel analysis. We developed software that used k-mean clustering, which assigns observations to clusters using Mahalanobis distance measures. We grouped our data into background (white colour), eroded shell surfaces (light colour) and unaffected shell surfaces (dark colour). The digital method was then compared with our manual assessment of eroded areas using a linear regression (Statistica ver. 12).

Shell Erosion Ranks (SERs) were determined for both species (Figs 2 and 3) using different criteria for pragmatic reasons (shell shape). For N. chamaeleon, erosion ranks were based on apical images of the shell. The image was divided into seven sectors, each representing a
different shell age (Fig. 2). A 0 – 7 rank, based on the highest numbered sector with > 50% surface erosion was determined for two types of erosion. Type I was deep erosion to homogenous non-pigmented fine-textured shell and Type II was superficial erosion of the outer ‘prismatic’ layer containing slight ridges and pigmented shell. Our analyses were based on either the rank for Type I (0-7) or that for both types summed to give a final rank between 0 – 14 (Fig. 2). A shell that was completely covered by periostracum was scored zero. In P. sulcatus, shell erosion was ranked using abapertural and apertural photographs (see Fig. 3 for details of the abapertural ranking method). Data were statistically analysed using Generalized Linear Models with a probit function for an ordinal multinomial distribution (Statistica ver. 12). Median scores and frequency distributions of ranks were plotted.

3. Results

3.1 Habitat pH and salinity

Upper pH values were similar for all stations (mean max pH ± s.d. = 8.50 ± 0.08, n = 6). pH ranges were 8.56 - 7.90 (n = 63) for the reference sites and 8.60 - 5.93 (n = 61) for the acidified sites (Fig. 4). Salinities were 33.2–20.2 for the reference sites and 32.8–0.2 for the acidified sites. In a nearby estuary, lower pH and salinity generated through acidic groundwater discharge causes calcite (Ca) and aragonite (Ar) undersaturation, and so snails at our acidified sites (E1–3) are likely to experience corrosive water exposure (Fig. 4, bottom panel).

3.2 Size, mass and shape

Shells of N. chamaeleon from the acidified site were shorter than those at the reference site (A4; Wald stat = 12.88, p= 0.0003). Shell and dry tissue mass did not differ significantly between the sites (Wald stat = 3.42, p = 0.064 and Wald stat = 0.15, p = 0.694, respectively; A4). In the shape analysis of P. sulcatus, cumulative plots of the average sizes confirmed the suitability of using ~20 specimens with little change in this average when more specimens were added. Reference-site P. sulcatus had similar shell shapes whereas the acidified-site specimens had a larger width/height ratio (ANOSIM; p < 0.01; Fig. 5). DCA confirmed that acidified-site snails had shorter shells with larger apertures. Shell shapes were similar for the reference populations, which differed from the acidified population (DC1 versus DC2, Fig. 5). Apertures were rounder (DC1 versus aperture shape; r = 0.44; Fig. 5) and shells were more globular in acidified conditions (DC2 versus shell height; r = - 0.48; Fig. 5).

3.3 Shell surface erosion
Shells from acidified sites were more eroded than those at reference sites (Fig. 6). Differences were found for manually-calculated absolute areas and areas relative to the total shell surface (Fig. 6 A, B, C; p < 0.001). The average amount of eroded surface of acidified site snails was > 40%, compared to < 10% in reference site snails (Fig. 6). Only one acidified site snail had no dissolution (Fig. 6 D).

In our digital technique, surface erosion areas were coloured red vs blue for unaffected areas (Fig. 7). Results from our automated approach and our manual calculations were closely correlated (r = 0.91; p < 0.05; Fig. 7), though the manual method underestimated eroded areas in shell grooves. Due to its simplicity, the automated technique could be used for large sample analysis although visual checks are needed, such as when the colour of eroded shell areas is similar to that of uneroded areas.

Shell Erosion Ranks (SERs) indicated much more extensive erosion at the acidified sites (Figs 8 and 9). Reference site *N. chamaeleon* had a median SER of 5 whereas snails from acidified sites had a rank of 10. There were however differences within the groups of reference or acidified sites; PUN shells had greater erosion than JPMC and PJER, and E1 and E2 had more erosion than E3 (Fig. 8 A; Table 1). SER frequencies were highly discriminatory in that ranks of 5 and 6 (Type I), representing the most severe erosion, were only found at the acidified sites (Fig. 8 B). These patterns were repeated in *P. sulcatus* with a median erosion rank of ~ 6.5 at the reference sites compared with ~ 9 for the acidified sites (Fig. 9; Table 1). Whereas most of the snails at the acidified sites had erosion ranks > 5, the highest rank recorded at the reference sites was 4 and none of the snails at the acidified sites ranked 2 or less (Fig. 9 B). High frequencies of the unique highest (or higher) erosion ranks were found at the acidified sites; ranks 5 or 6 for *N. chamaeleon* collectively contributed more than 0.4 of all individuals and rank 5 for *P. sulcatus* contributed around 0.6 of these populations.

4. Discussion

Gastropod shells have been used to monitor spatial patterns of acidification in oceanic pelagic systems (Bednaršek et al., 2012a, 2012b, 2014) but not in coastal ecosystems. We found that acidification of a rocky intertidal system was reflected in the shell attributes of two gastropod species, with shell surface erosion patterns correlating with acidification.

Groundwater discharge affected open coast rocky shores of the region, with some rockpools as low as pH 5.9, adding to previous observations of the effects of acidification on the ecology of an estuarine system in Brunei (Marshall et al. 2008, 2016; Bolhuis et al., 2014; Hossain et al.,
Land-to-sea acidification via submarine groundwater flux or water-course infiltration had little effect on pH at the reference sites compared to that of direct discharge at the acidified sites (Urish and McKenna, 2004). Rockpool pH and salinity fell to levels likely to produce carbonate undersaturation (Fig. 3; Kim et al., 2014; Proum et al., 2018).

Shell length, shape, and erosion varied greatly between the acidified and reference sites, whereas tissue and shell masses were similar (A4). Acidified water exposure does not always cause shell mass reduction in gastropods (Marshall et al., 2008; Lardies et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015). Shell growth depends on both carbonate saturation of the surrounding water and feeding opportunities (in turn affecting energetic status), whereas dissolution relates solely to the external saturation state. We recorded shell-shortening and more globular-shaped shells in acidified-site populations of *P. sulcatus* (Fig. 5). In these snails there was apical and upper-spiral erosion as well broadening of the shell aperture. Basal broadening likely relates to slower growth in the acidified areas.

Gastropod shell surface erosion was a sensitive marker of acidification by recording shell loss that was not readily detectable gravimetrically. This finding extends the known benefits of this biomarker of seawater acidity from oceanic and estuarine gastropods (Marshall et al., 2008; Bednaršek et al., 2012a, 2012b, 2014) to rocky shore animals and ecosystems. Our manually-assessed eroded surface area for *N. chamaeleon* correlated with that computed digitally, although the latter was more accurate as it accounted for small eroded areas between shell ribs. Shell erosion ranking sharply distinguished acidified and reference sites. Median scores for *N. chamaeleon* from references sites were half the value of those for acidified sites (Fig. 8), and similar clear distinction was found for *P. sulcatus* (Fig. 9). Frequency distributions show that the highest erosion ranks only occur in the low pH sites (Figs 8 and 9). The few cases of low erosion ranks at the acidified sites may represent within-shore movement, whereby snails initially inhabiting higher pH water lower on the shore had recently moved into the more acidified higher-shore habitats.

Whereas the number of ranks and the value ascribed to each rank are arbitrary, variation in rank frequency across habitats is important. Despite using different approaches to rank shell erosion, both species showed high frequencies of unique highest (or higher) ranks in acidified site populations (> 0.4), suggesting similarity in their acidification biomonitoring potential.
Our system can however be tailored to the scope and precision needs of an investigation. For instance, it is possible to get three-dimensional information about erosion, by integrating dissolution areas with shell thickness measurements (Figs 2 and 3). Although we focused on measuring and ranking the areas of eroded shell surfaces, shell erosion could be estimated from a spiral growth line superimposed on apically-viewed shell images (A6). Erosion could be measured in terms of the ratio of the line length between the growing edge and the eroded shell against the entire growth line (A6). Improvements could also involve integrating shell growth rate and mineralogy of the study species with shell erosion measures.

5. Appraisal of the biomonitoring tool

Gastropod shell erosion as a biomonitoring tool has advantages over buoys fitted with loggers. We were able to use benthic gastropods in intertidal habitats and because they are usually slow moving or sedentary (occupying meter-sized areas), they can be used to monitor acidification over a range of spatial scales, from metres to hundreds of kilometres. Sampling across a region allows identification of areas with greater or lesser impacts of acidification. In addition to recording chronic exposure of individuals, this approach to biomonitoring can compare populations over time (see A7). Assessments of shell erosion are cost-effective and simple to execute without requiring meters or instruments, such that this could gain the involvement and benefits of citizen science (Dickinson et al., 2010; Gaston et al., 2018). Moreover, information on acidification experienced by individual organisms using shell erosion ranking can be related to other parameters (mass, age, growth and reproduction) of the same organism in the field.

There are important considerations when using shell erosion as a biomarker of seawater acidification. Because time is a function of acidified seawater exposure, similar-aged individuals (such as adults) should be used in biomonitoring exercises. Distinguishing shell dissolution from weathering and bioerosion is not trivial (Schönberg et al., 2017). Shells become worn through daily cycles of heating, cooling, wetting and drying which increase with increasing vertical shore height (Underwood, 1979; Denny, 1988). Shell abrasion also increases with more wave action and/or exposure to suspended sediments (Denny, 1988). It is possible to tell the effects of bioerosion and erosion by acidified water apart, with the characteristic pits and burrows of microborers often becoming conspicuous on shells. Weathering, bioerosion and chemical erosion work together in acidified waters and are accelerated if outer protective layers of the shell are lost. This problem can be surpassed by establishing reference sites that show what shells are like in normal conditions as compared to
acidified conditions. In any event, gross shell erosion (as indicated by maximum SER values, Figs 8 and 9), shell deformities and corroded shells in juveniles are independently clear signs of acidified water exposure (Hall-Spencer et al., 2008; Marshall et al., 2008, 2016; Harvey et al., 2018). Notably, gross shell erosion follows exposure to undersaturated carbonate conditions irrespective of the processes driving these, thus this biomarker informs about a change in environmental conditions and not the underlying mechanism.

Information on the ecology and biology of biomonitor species is crucial (Phillips and Rainbow, 1995). Species attributes such as shell size and thickness, mineralogy, growth rate, animal behaviour and distribution are all important considerations. Biomonitoring potential is likely to vary between gastropod species considering that mineralogy intrinsically influences natural weathering. Local abundance and geographical distribution of a species add value to its use as a biomonitor. Our study species are common rocky intertidal inhabitants and can potentially be used to monitor acidification across the vast Central Indo-Pacific ecoregion (Spalding et al. 2007; Palomares and Pauly, 2019). The methods we propose nonetheless provide a framework for developing acidification biomonitoring using other gastropod species across a wide spectrum of marine environments.

6. Conclusions

We show that gastropod shells can be used to assess the presence and effects of acidification in nearshore and benthic coastal marine environments. This has advantages over conventional monitoring in heterogeneous intertidal systems and allows the identification of critically-exposed areas. In addition to indicating acidic discharges into coastal ecosystems, such biomonitoring could help assess the extent of anthropogenic ocean acidification. Though some refinement and standardization of protocols is required, gastropods show potential for biomonitoring of acidification in marine ecosystems.
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Figure captions

**Figure 1.** Physical map showing sampling sites and waterways in Brunei Darussalam (Borneo, South East Asia). JPMC (Jerudong Park Medical Centre), 4°56’55” N, 114°49’42”E; PJER (Pantai Jerudong), 4°57’30” N, 114°50’22”E; PUN (Punyit), 4° 58’ 30.3996” N, 114° 50’ 56.7996”E; E1 (Empire), 4°58’08” N, 114°51’18”E; E2 (Empire), 4°58’05” N, 114°51’20”E; E3 (Empire), 4°58’05” N, 114°51’19”E; TP (Pantai Tungku), 4°58’13” N, 114°52’00”E; UB (Universiti Brunei Darussalam), 4°59’07” N, 114°53’58”E.

**Figure 2.** Shell erosion ranking in *Nerita chamaeleon* (apical view). A quadrant and seven sectors based on the shell growth pattern were established from a line drawn between the columella notch (b) and the apex (circled a). The apex is the oldest shell with the growing edge (labelled c) in sector 7. Two depths (types) of erosion were scored, Type I is deep erosion to the fine textured, grey/white layer and Type II is superficial erosion of the pigmented, ridged layer under the periostracum. A score was based on the highest sector showing > 50% eroded shell. Shell A shows no erosion with the periostracum intact to the apex, shell B shows a ruffled periostracum covering > 50% of sector 6 (scores 5 for Type II) and shell C shows complete Type I erosion in sector 5 and complete Type II erosion in sector 7.

**Figure 3.** Shell erosion ranking in *Planaxis sulcatus* (abapertural view). R1 (not shown), shell whorls 1 and 2 (W1, W2) intact with fine ridges; R2, complete or incomplete ridges on W3; R3, W3 completely worn but W4 mostly ridged; R4, W4 mostly to completely worn but body whorl (WB) completely ridged; R5, WB eroded towards the right edge.
**Figure 4.** Upper and middle. pH and salinity at acidified sites E1, E2 and E3 and reference sites, JMPC, PJER and PUN (n = 103). TP and UB were similar to other reference sites (pH was 8.44 – 8.29 and salinity was 33.1 – 31 psu; n = 21). Bottom. Relationship between pH and salinity at the acidified sites, with boxes showing conditions likely to cause calcite (Ca) or aragonite (Ar) undersaturation (see Proum et al., 2018).

**Figure 5.** 2D-DCA plot (axes 1 vs. axis 2) for *P. sulcatus* shells from an acidified site (E2, blue squares) and reference sites (UB, red crosses and TP, green crosses). TPS deformation grids represent individuals located at both extremes of the x and y axes. The population from the acidified site (E2, blue squares) overlaps weakly with reference populations. Correlations show that DC1 is especially influenced by aperture shape and DC2 by shell height. ANOSIM results were UB/E2, p = 0.01; UB/TP, p = 0.0177; E2/TP, p = 0.0001.

**Figure 6.** Eroded and total abapertural surface areas of *N. chamaeleon* shells from PUN (reference, blue, n = 25) and E1 (acidified, red, n = 15), determined manually (A, B, C; mean ± 1 s.e.m). (D) Number of individuals with eroded (> 10%) and non-eroded shells.

**Figure 7.** Examples showing red-blue-white colour partitioning of shell surfaces, used in the automated determination of percentage shell erosion (upper). Pixel numbers and percentage erosion calculations are shown. A least squares linear regression relating manually and digitally determined percentage erosion (lower).

**Figure 8.** *Nerita chamaeleon* shell erosion ranks (SER). (A) Box-Whisker plots and outliers of SERs for three acidified (E1, E2, E2) and three reference (JPMC, PJER, PUN) sites using combined Type I and II ranks (0-14). Different letters above plots indicate significant differences between sites (see Table 1). (B) Snail frequencies at each site for Type I rank (0-6).

**Figure 9.** *Planaxis sulcatus* shell erosion ranks (SER). (A) Box-Whisker plots and outliers of SERs for three acidified (E1, E2, E2) and three reference (JPMC, PJER, PUN) sites for apertural and abapertural surface ranks combined (2-10). Different letters above plots indicate significant differences between sites (see Table 1). (B) Snail frequencies at each site (ranks 2-5).